
C1. UBI SUNT ... 

\:Vhy are the skies so silent? Just where is everyone? Where 

ere the feats ot astroengineering, the Dyson spheres, the 

spacefaring exo·civ!Hzations? This is the astrabiobgical 'Ub1 

sunt qui ante nos fuerunt?' ('Where are those who were before 

us?'), Jo we 'groaneth and travai!eth' atone :n creatt0n? Such 

vvere tr:e ult!mate octward-!ookfng questions that led Barker 

tc begin char.:ing the most intirnately inward, and to turn frorr 

astronomical signa!etios to t:1e spine.-

A persistent theme throughout our secret history of Spinal 

Ca:astrophism has been the dublous relatlon-and even tellc 

antagonism-between the cerebro-spina! and vegetative

autonomic factions of the complex'rfied organlsr1, CNS and 

ANS, tr"te former embedded within the lattec Such evolut!onary 

nesting ot separate functional systems-or adaprlve co::1-

oiexificaticn via endosymbiosis-has recentJy bee.JI argued 

to be a plausible 'astrobiolog1cal vniversal' fur the evolution of 

ltf-~, forrns across an exo--b'1ospheres, 1 If we have learnt one thing 

on our journey, however, it is that such 'nesting' creates on 

unstable alliance ( one that again and again, invokes conno::a

tions of parasitiSf'l and nosoiogy), As 't happens, it has lately 

been suggested that such nested antagor;jsm may potentially 

expfa:n the deafening si!ence of the cosmic skies. 

hr a paoer entitled 'The lntemgence ?aradox', a team of 

nutr!t:vnal scientists propose that inte!!ection is essentially self .. 

Gancem'lg.2 Referring to hormesis, they da!m that continual 

1. S.R. Levin, T.W. ScGtt, H.$. Cwper, ar,d SJi,, \Nest, ')en.-vin's A!iem'. inter-
fl'.it,'ono! Jo...:mal of Astrob<otogy, 18:1 (2fr!G), 1-9. 

2 AV.W, Nu.n7, G.W. Guy, ar:d J.D. Bell, "Tho lntell;ge-;co P1:1radox; A1il ET 
Ger rhe Me-.abofr;; Synctrorr:e? Lessors From and For Ear:~·. Nutritio.., and 
MetobJfi$11111:34 ('.2'014). I 



274 environmental stressors are behind the evolution of 

intermittent perturbations provoke the organism-as hrn11Aei.{;; 

dynamic system-to adapt via feedforward and 

control, producing ever more resilient responses to the 

bating environment. This is connected to Croft's idea 

phylogenesis of chronognostic range3 (see section C4) 

therefore to the centralization and encephalizatlon 

spinal nervous systems across macroevolution. As ever, 

tremoring and quaking-frschDtterung-that forces the 

interested system to assert stability and develop , urcu,ames,Li 

And this is precisely where we began our Cervical ProspectUs:, 

In responding to this environing and aboriginary trauma, 

cisely by developing increasingly long-range behavioural 

reformatting of its environment. Intelligence, as the tArrA•""''· 

pinnacle of this creeping process of incremental 

tic range, then ensconces itself through psychozoic activities, 

capturing the whole earth system in its intentional energy cfi$~ 
persal systems, collapsing the 'natural' into the 'artefactual'.: 

Chronotopic escapement into time allows organic function tO. 

spill out into space. This, the authors of 'The Intelligence Para-· 

dox' argue, reaches a level of aptitude (a 'tipping point') in 

technologically mature civilizations when intelligence essentiallY- ·., 

alleviates the environmental stressors-or hermetic nerrnr- , 

bating factors-that, in the first place, drove its evolution 

moreover, maintain its persistence (in the sense that big brEiins 

are energetically expensive and thus their evolutionary persi$.., 

tence is not necessarily a given). In our modern lives, we n'd 

3. See Crofts, 'Life, Information. Entropy, and Time: Vehicles for Semantic 
Inheritance', 

longer experience much hermetic stress: everything we desire 

(or at least, simulations of it) is readily available. 

Intelligence is self-limiting: it erases the very contexts that 

create and maintain it. The authors link this to the rising pan

demic of metabolic illness, mitochondrial dysfunction, diabetes, 

and obesity throughout the developed world (causative of 

depression and the denudation of intellect). Generalizing this 

'intelligence paradox' across exo-biospheres, they then argue 

that the absence of SETI detections, the 'great silence' may 

be explained by the fact that technologically advanced civiliza

tions do not become spacefaring because they follow this 

preordained path, and invariably become 'too fat for space'. 

The authors point to the skyrocketing costs of healthcare here 

on Earth: extrapolating that 'coupled with resource depletion 

and environmental damage' it 'could potentially lead to increas

ing internal conflict and societal destabilisation'. 'All of this', they 

infer, 'would reduce or halt interstellar exploration'. Calculating 

global hea!thcare costs for obesity, they claim that we are 

potentially already spending too much on palliation and health~ 

care to ever afford to go to space. It may well already be too 

late. The adipose apocalypse has already taken place. In a 

similar vein, The Lancet recently published a report calling 'low 

back pain'-a complication that,just like obesity, is skyrocket

ing owing to the sedentary modern lifestyles of developed 

countries-a 'major global chal!enge'.4 The economic and 

clinical costs of obesity to the US could be nearing an eye

watering $200 billion per annum, whilst the socio-economic 

burden of back pain upon the US (from lost productivity 

.:1. S. Clark and R. Horton, 'low Back Pain: A Major Global Challenge', The 
Lancet 391:10137 (2018); and see R, Buchbinder, M. van Tulder, and B, Oberg, 

'Low Back Pain: A Call For Action', The Lancet 391:10137 (2018). 
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276 combined with healthcare bills) has recently received 

identical annual estimates. 5 'This makes NASA's budget 

2013, at $17-7 billion[ ... ] look paltry'6-by an order of 

Of course, obesity and spinal complications are not 

as acutely modern problems.7 The fate of intelligence is a cornie.'ii? 

parade of slipped discs and metabolic disasters, not a resnlenrlC 

ent march of space colonization. And so, talking of ·en·trmw', 

dark laughter', Nunn et al. conclude that it belongs to the 

of intelligent neuro-systems-here and elsewhere~ to rerno,,e '.'i.'iti' 
the very hormetic factors that facilitate their existence: 

Throughout evolution the need to adapt has been drive by a 

stressful environment, suggesting that if intelligence ever evolved 

to a high enough level, it would alter the environment to remove 

the stress. This would thus remove the driver for further devel

opment of intelligence and adaptability (and hence longevity), 

However, if it reached a high enough level, it may well also fulfil 

the original driver for life itself: acceleration of entropy_ Thus, it is 

possible that mankind, or ET, may be reaching a point where the 

original driver for entropy is still occurring through technology, 

but the individual driver for intelligence and adaptability has been 

removed. The universe could be playing a very cruel joke on us.8-

5. See C.M. Apovian, 'The Clinical and 

American Journal of Managed Care 19 (2013), 219-28; and J.N. Katz, 'LwTID!lr :. 

Disc Disorders and Low-Back Pain: Socioeconomic Factors and Cona,,au,,no 
es', American Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery 88:2 (2006), 21-4; 

D.I. Rubin, 'Epidemiology and Risk Factors for Spine Pain', Neuro/ogic 

25:2 (2007), 353-71. 

6. Nunn, Guy, and Bell, 'The Intelligence Paradox'. 

7. 8. Sheng, et al., 'Associations Between Obesity and Spinal Disease: A , 

Medical Expenditure Panel Study Analysis', Environmental Research and 

Public Health 14(2), 183 (2017). 

8. Ibid. 

A chilling image: intelligence-that poor player, with all its 

cunning and ambition-is just a self-obsolescing moment in 

expenditure's cosmic cataract. It emerges to amplify and inten

sify universal energy dispersal by creating its own supernormal 

metabolic utopia, before passing on the energetic baton to 

less retentive and more expellent systems and thus seceding 

from existence in the process. This may well be the astrobio

logical life-cyde of Geist: lt exists to make us fat and then 

disappear. ln this account, then, the upward surge of the spine 

is self-cance/fing. This would be the ultimate revenge of the 

vegetative system on the nervous system: the stomach gets 

the last laugh, turning on the spinal cord-rejecting its influx 

of nociceptive reality-function-by dragging both into a mutual 

oblivion of metabolic dysfunction brought on by their own 

col!aboratlve success. We drink too much Pepsi to go to 

the stars.9 

Milan Cirkov!C, in a brilliant turn of phrase, calls this pro

posed solution to Fermi's Paradox the 'galactic stomach 

ache', 10 a cosmic dyspepsia. However, Cirkovi6 points out that 

(especially in a media-ecosystem including a worldwide web) 

over-consumption of supernormal stimuli extends over modal

ities beyond the culinary; he quotes evolutionary psychologist 

Geoffrey Miller's provocations on the matter: 

We are already disappearing up our own brainstems. Freud's 

pleasure principle triumphs over the reality principle. We narrow

cast human-interest stories to each other, rather than 

9, See 'Cosmic Dyspepsia and Divine Excrement', Vast Abrupt, 2018, 

<https://vastabrupt.com/2018/01/07/cosmic-dyspepsia-pt1/>. 

10. Cirkovi6, Great Silence, 222-8. 
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278 broad-casting messages of universal peace and progress to other 

star systems.11 

The spectacle of homo sapiens disappearing up their o"rni\tt<t 
brainstems would probably look a lot like Bernal's and ou1r"t §' 

roughs's humans of the future: spinal-cord-trailing 

exodus into our own externalizations. Since A!sberg, 

'body-liberation' was understood as the principle 

always been that, at the extreme, this becomes a ter1dEmc:vto : 

liberate oneself from existence itself-whether through uue-.• • " 

sity or fakery. Jailbreak from !ife is nothing but an embrace Of·, 

death. Blumenberg, indeed, had already prophesied a 
ously decreasing 'reality-contact' in our egress into our ectopic•., 

neuronal exoskeleton. Ballard likewise remarked on this 

into 'inner space'. An escape up our brainstems: because 

normal technoscience multiplies the artefactual to the point 

where 'it is almost impossible to distinguish between 

and the "false"'. Reality isn't what it used to be. We retreat 

'inner space' because we excrete it over the globe. Such .a·n 

implosive trajectory has, of course, also been proposed as a 

solution to Fermi's silence: 

The transcension hypothesis proposes that a universal process 

of evolutionary development guides all sufficiently advanced civi~ 

lizations into what may be called 'inner space,' a computationally 

optimal domain of increasingly dense, productive, miniaturized, 

11. G. Miller, 'Runaway Consumerism Explains the Fermi Paradox', 

2006, <https://www.edge.org/response-detail/11Ll75> 

and efficient scales of space, time, energy, and matter, and even

tually, to a black-hole-like desrination.12 

This seems wildly optimistic, however. Currently, our ability to 

reformat reality appears not so much to be resulting in a hyper

dense kingdom of ends as to be incarcerating us into a limbic 

loop." For the authors behind the 'Galactic Stomach Ache' 

hypothesis, as for Geoffrey Miller, inward secession from trac

tion in outward reality doesn't lead to Lilliputian megacomput -

ers14 or miniaturized 'basement universes',15 but to the redoubled 

return of the worst, most catastrophic, inherited aspects of 

our history-riddled 'mind-with-a-past': a hijack, by superstimuli, 

of our most base desires and compulsions; dopaminergic return, 

and lock-in of the most irrational tics and stereotypies.16 Tech

nology increasingly gives us everything we want and more, but 

12. Smart The Transcension Hypothesis', 55. 

13. M. Fisher, 'Practical Eliminativism: Getting Out of the Face. Again', in R. 
Mackay, L PendrelL and J. Trafford (eds,), Speculative Aesthetics (Falmouth: 

Urbanomic, 2014), 90-95. 

14. Pondering on limits to computational efficiency, Seth Lloyd argues that the 

'ultimate laptop' would essentially be a miniscule black hole: to an 'outside ob

server', the 'ultimate laptop looks like a small piece of the Big Bang'. See S. Lloyd, 

'Ultimate Physical Limits to Computarron', Nature "106:6799 (2000): 10"17-5"1. 

15. See E. Farhi ard AH Guth, 'An Obstacle to Creating a Universe in the 

laboratory', Physics Letters B 183:2 (1987): 1"19-55. 

16. 'Tinbergen discovered not only that the instinctive action patterns of 

animals could be activated by artificial stimuli, but that these responses could 

be he"ightened to the point where they might lead to reproductive failure

making them potential "evolutionary traps" in which instinctive actions devel

oped during the evolution of a species become detrimental to survival or repro

ductive success·, See R. Mackay, 'Hyperplastic-Supernormal', in P. Rosenkranz, 

Our Product (Kassel ard Cologne: Fr'1dericianum/Koenig, 2017), <http://read

this.wtf/writing/hyperplastic-supernormal/>. 
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280 'want' is, by this very same token, increasingly a question of the 

most salamandrine portions of our naturR Again, future curves 

into the past (it is more accurate to say that the future is kidc.. 

napped by the past). Ballard. indeed. denned 'inner space' pref 

cisely as the 'landscape of tomorrow that is a transmuted im,,no····. •···•••• 

of the past'. The brain~a parvenu-cannot quite achieve 

escape velocity from its libidinous spine. (An old question raised 

again: will the future of the human race be hostage to limbic 

terrorism?).Medullary man might have that 'last laugh', after 

all. Even Bernal's communist space-brains still drag their dino:.. 

saur tail. For future-hastening technologies merely facilitate 

novel possibilities for lapses (mnemoclastic flows and sugar 

crashes) into the atavistic past and its recidivist compulsions;:· 

whether in the form of obesity epidemic or the evolutionary 

eclipse of intelligence itself, given its potentially self-limitlrn,. 

nature (a paradox unto death). 

Suitably enough, Elaine Morgan connected humanity's 

peculiar propensity to become obese with our standing upright 

all those millions of years ago.17 Upright standing has ever been 

a ticking time bomb. Certainly, the Second World War, which 

for Batail/e was that most luxuriant fiare of enerc,etlc 

ment. perfectly demonstrated the ability for the speeding future 

to facilitate recrudescent atavism via unspeakable cruelties: 

for Velikovsky, indeed, the atomic blasts had dislodged 'lost 

phylogenetic memories' from their 'sealed haven'. This jolt to 

our 'ancient engram' is surely only preamble, however. As Bal..: 

lard prophesied, World War Ill. that immense synthesis wrought 

by the most advanced munitions, will merely have been the 

17. Morgan links the possibility of obesity to adipose adaptations originally 

serving for aquatic insulation and buoyancy-forged by the same thalassic 

forces that pushed us upright. See Morgan, Scars of Evolution, 10-4-23. 

expression of our antediluvian longings for lost symmetry. In 

Reich's eyes, then, the ultimate deluge of release. Our poster

ity is never more precocious than when we are recollecting our 

deepest past. 

We evolved a vertical spine to look up into the skies, but, 

given the 'Intelligence Paradox', was the destiny of our his

torical erection already decided for us, from across the wounded 

galaxies?18 Do we steadfastly stand only to answer the call of 

entropy's dark laughter? Only another giga-annum of geneal

ogy will arbitrate an answer. 

* 
Chasing what he called the 'mnemoclastic fiow', Barker report

edly complained of the tinnitus ring of the Big Bang: his last 

archived research reports recount lapses into araneotic mad

ness-warnings of heterotopic hip~campal ossification caused 

by looking too long at images of LDN-~83, a symptom of what 

he called 'Barnard Object Synchronoclasm' or 'The Hubble 

Effect',19 As Barker seemed to realise retrospectively, moving 

from outer-space signa!etics to spinal tics was scarcely a move 

at a/1-'There is a voyage, but a strangely immobile one'.20 

18. Our uprightness, indeed, may well have come from across the wounded 

ga1axies. One paper claims that our ancestors were forced upright by the deto

nations of nearby supernovae bombarding the earth. causing lightning storms 

and wildfires that destroyed our arboreal haven, forcing us out onto the open 

savannah. It seems that the implications of Spinal Catastrophism are healthy 

and thriving, "it is an idea that has not yet been fully exhausted. See AL. Melott 

and B.C. Thomas, 'From Cosmic Explosions to Terrestrial Fires?', The Journal 

of Geology (2019) <https://doi.org/10.1086/703-418>. 

19. D.C. Barker, 'Bok Globules and Circadian Disturbances: A Report on MU 

Geocatalog Item lt-277', (c.1993), Call number DCB-MVU-078, Box 6. Folder 18. 

Miskatonic University Science Archive. 

20. Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 2. 
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282 It was al! a question of cryptography-which is to say, a ques

tion of camouflage-and thus a matter of listening fn the right 
WOY, 

Following the path of those prior spinal catastrophists all 

of whom had, as we have seen, variously insisted that the 

is a mnemic archive of deep time, Barker became corwit,~c,rl 

that all human experience is formed of the epiphenomeh81, 

recurrences, repercussions, and recombinations of a ramified 

cosmic trauma that stretches from the stelliferous all the W'dy 

to the sagittaL If the universe ls one giant memory, then 

viduality can only be understood as retrograde amnesia. Y~t 

Barker became increasingly convinced that one could reverse .. 
the amnesia, recollect and revisit the monuments of the voy- · 

age from nucleosynthesis to accretion to bone to spirit, with 

the spine as switching station. And, following the footsteps of 

his Romantic and Naturph/Josophisch forebears, he undertook 

a programme of self-experimentations: operating on the infinite 

threads that tether the human to its cosmos, Barker made 

own tattered psyche into the primary exo-archaeological site. 

Yet in doing so he was, of course, only making the entire uni

verse into his analysand. 

And somewhere in Borneo, Barker learnt that 'listening in 

the right way' tended to unravel time itself. He fell headlong 

down into memory's boundless sea. 

As we have seen, the curious line of thought that led Barker 

to his fate is not exclusive to him: it seems almost to be an 

inteUectual compulsion for philosophers of all stripes. Its 

historical recurrence is, if not suspicious, at the very least 

untimely. So many different types of thinkers (rationalists arid 
vitalists, psychoanalysts and Marxists, Naturphilosophen and 

anthropologists, penis poets and utopian futurists, libertine 

theriophiliacs and moral rigorists, Tarzan phHosophers and 

uchronic enlighteners~proponents and practitioners from 

both day- and night-sides of natural science) have been drawn 

to this distinctive hypergenealogical motif. Even Kant, in spite 

of his right-mindedness, couldn't help but read catastrophes 

into the spine (and, in so doing, made a superlating mess of 

himself). Whether assiduously rationalist or ardently irrational

ist, it seems that in the wake of modernity (that constitutively 

unfinished, thus forever 'untimely', process), philosophers can

not but be led to think that hominization-or, whatever it was 

that happened to us to dredge up notions such as 'persons' 

and 'subjecthood'-is something utterly non-natural. 

Beginning with the neuroanatomist-geognost Steno, all 

the way back in the seventeenth century, modernity slowly 

discovered that space is nothing but agglutinated time and 

that depth is memory. And ever since we realised that the 

universe is one colossal chronometer-and every object an 

hourglass-the meaning of 'inside' and 'out' has never been 

the same, although, admittedly, we are always realising that we 

didn't quite fully understand this yet. In the collision between 

absolute Idealism and natural history, recapitulation was forged 

as an attempt to naturalize the non-nature of the human-by 

dispersing its exceptionality throughout the totality of phyletic 

time: but it only further unleashed the sense that there is some

thing cosmically damaged about the upright human. As we 

have seen, recapitulatory ideas, far more often than achieving 

the intended goal of smoothing out the relation between lntel

ligence and time, tend instead to highlight the ways in which 

intelligence interferes with time itself: rendering everything 

either 'late' or 'early', speeding along chronopathic vectors, 

luxuriating in utter heterochronia. Another word for this is 

modernity, of course, and when it comes to 'the modern' we 

haven't seen anything yet. But the ancestral spine~and its 
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284 relation to our regal brain-may well yield portents and clues; 

providing the crooked key to the Menschheitsrdtsel, the 

of the human's complicity with the cosmos that produced.it'. 

and offering a roadmap of the highways of history upon which 

our deepest past intersects with our future-or lack thereof: 

* 
'Man is the embodied impossibility; he is the animal that lives 

anyway', or so Blumenberg said-the truth of this statement 

has yet to be determined. Mind may well be at the end of itS 

bony tether. 
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